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ABSTRACT

The accelerating structure of the laser wakefield accelerator (LWFA) is dynamic and highly sensitive to the local
laser and plasma properties. It can expand and contract as it responds to the evolution of the laser and plasma
fields. As a result, the position of, and environment within, the LWFA bubble are usually time dependent, which
is not ideal for stable acceleration. Variations can have a negative impact on electron bunch properties, and
are deleterious for ion channel lasers and plasma wigglers. We demonstrate how a laser pre-pulse improves the
stability of the LWFA, and controls the evolution of the laser group and bubble velocity, which are important
for determining LWFA dephasing and ultimately the electron bunch energy.
Keywords: Laser wakefield accelerator, LWFA, electron acceleration, laser group velocity, numerical simulation,
particle-in-cell, PIC

1. INTRODUCTION
The laser wakefield accelerator (LWFA) was proposed in the late 1970s by Tajima and Dawson. 1 The ponderomotive force of a short, intense laser pulse is used to displace electrons in plasma to create extremely high
space-charge fields arising from charge separation. The restoring force attracts electrons back towards the laser
axis, around which they oscillate at their local plasma frequency while accelerating.
At high laser intensities, the displaced electrons define a thin, high density sheath that surrounds a region of
very low electron density. The transverse and longitudinal fields within this ion-dominated bubble drive electrons
towards its centre and can be orders of magnitude greater than accelerating fields in conventional accelerator
radiofrequency (RF) cavities. Electrons captured (by a process known as injection) at the back of the bubble are
rapidly accelerated to very high energies. This can be achieved by injecting an electron beam from an external
source, by ionising atoms within the bubble (ionisation injection), or by self-injection of electrons from the bulk
plasma (which can be stimulated2, 3 ). In the latter case, electrons crossing at the back of an evolving bubble
find themselves inside the bubble, where they experience very high electric fields and rapidly accelerate to high
energies. This can be considered as a form of wavebreaking.
Controlled acceleration of self-injected electrons was first demonstrated in 2004. 4–6 Since then, LWFAs have
been used to produce high energy7–9 electron bunches with excellent properties.10–13 They have found wide
ranging uses as compact X-ray14 and γ-ray15 sources with many potential applications.16–18 LWFAs are being
developed for radiotherapy and medical imaging 19–22 and as ultra-compact synchrotrons, free-electron lasers23–25
and ion channel lasers (ICLs).26, 27
A Langmuir wave (and its associated wakefield), driven by an intense laser pulse, is often considered as
trailing it at the group velocity of the laser pulse in undisturbed plasma, which is less than the speed of light in
vacuum:
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where c is the speed of light in vacuum, n0 is the plasmas density, ncrit (λ0 ) is the critical density for laser
wavelength λ0 , me is the mass of the electron, 0 is the vacuum permittivity, and e is the fundamental charge.
As βg < 1, the rapid acceleration of electrons in the LWFA quickly takes their velocity above this, βe ≈ 1 > βg .
They therefore move forward in the accelerating structure, experiencing progressively weaker accelerating fields
until they reach the dephasing point close to the centre of the bubble. Beyond this point, electrons enter the
decelerating phase of the LWFA, where they lose energy. The resulting energy chirp can be used to ballistically
compress the electron bunch by allowing lower energy electrons at the rear to catch up with electrons at the
front, which reduces the bunch size.
As the laser propagates in plasma, the front of the pulse loses its energy to the wakefield, know as laser
etching. This causes the bubble to travel at a reduced velocity,
βg0 (n0 , λ0 ) = βg (n0 , λ0 ) −

1
,
γg2 (n0 , λ0 )

(2)

where γg2 (n0 , λ0 ) = ncrit (λ0 )/n0 is the Lorentz factor associated with the laser group velocity. The reduced
group velocity is used to estimate the dephasing length and the maximum energy achievable in a LWFA. This is
calculated by considering the time it takes for electrons entering at the back of the bubble to reach the dephasing
point, given that the relative velocity is ∆β ≈ 1 − βg0 . If the length from the back of the bubble to the dephasing
point is defined as Ld and the longitudinal electric field has a magnitude Ez , then naı̈vely the maximum electron
energy is
eLd Ez
.
(3)
Emax =
∆β
It is common to take the approximate bubble radius, Ld = R(n0 , a0 ), as the length when calculating dephasing
and the energy limit, where
√
R(n0 , a0 ) = λp (n0 ) a0 /π
(4)
with the plasma wavelength
for density n0 given by λp (n0 ) and the normalised peak laser amplitude
√
a0 ≈ 8.55 × 10−6 λ Irms . In practice, many factors prevent this limit from being respected, including laser
depletion, beam loading, and non-linear evolution of the laser and bubble parameters.
In this article, we investigate the evolution of the laser group velocity and its implications for the LWFA
maximum energy and electron bunch quality. In Section 2 we discuss the evolution of the laser group velocity
determined from numerical simulations of the LWFA. We then introduce a new scheme for enhancing the stability
of the accelerating structure in Section 3 and estimate the dephasing length and maximum energy possible from
the accelerator. Conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. EVOLUTION OF THE LASER GROUP VELOCITY
When discussing the propagation of a laser pulse in plasma, it is common to use equation (1) with initial
parameters to estimate the group velocity. However, this neglects three important points:
 the critical density is only determined for a particular wavelength;
 electrons oscillating in an intense laser field gain a relativistic mass shift; and
 the front of the laser disturbs the local plasma density encountered by the rest of the pulse.

We redefine the critical density and group velocity to address these shortcomings,
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where ne is the instantaneous electron density experienced by the laser, γ ≈ 1 + a20 /2 is the Lorentz factor
associated with the relativistic mass shift, and λ is the central wavelength. We explore the impact of these considerations using results from particle-in-cell simulations performed using FBPIC, 28 an open-source, GPU-based,

Figure 1. Evolution of the LWFA. Part (a) shows the increase of the laser wavelength as it propagates through the
plasma. Part (b) shows the evolution of the laser amplitude (orange, solid line) and spot size (1/e2 intensity; green,
dashed line), indicating self-focussing. Part (c) compares the actual density at the laser centroid (green, dashed line)
with the unperturbed background density, n0 (grey, dot-dash line). It also compares the instantaneous critical density
(orange, solid line) calculated from equation (5) during the propagation with the critical density given by equation (1)
for the initial parameters (dotted line). Part (d) compares the velocity of the laser centroid (orange, solid line) with the
instantaneous group velocity (green, dashed line) from (5) and the value given by equation (1) (grey, dot-dash line).

quasi-3D code. Particles are free to move in 3D, but cylindrical geometry and azimuthal modal decomposition
are used to evaluate the fields, which significantly reduces the resources required. Simulations are performed
for a linearly-polarised 800 nm laser, with initial amplitude a0 = 2 (Irms = 8.55 × 1018 W/cm2 ), full-width halfmaximum (FWHM) intensity duration 45 fs and focal spot size 40 µm. This propagates in uniform plasma with
density n0 = 7.17 × 1017 cm−3 . The simulation uses grid cells of 20 nm × 100 nm with (3,2,12) particles per cell
in (z, r, θ).
Figure 1(a) shows the evolution of the central wavelength as the laser propagates in the plasma. We observe
that the wavelength increases as the laser photons decelerate,29 which reduces both the critical density and group
velocity.
The relativistic mass shift observed is due to momentum gained from the laser fields, which depends on the
laser amplitude, a0 . Figure 1(b) shows the evolution of the laser amplitude (in orange). It is observed that the
laser undergoes relativistic self-focussing as it propagates through the plasma — its amplitude increases and its
spot size (dashed green) decreases. While this variation is slower than observed in higher density plasma, 3, 30
the amplitude nearly doubles, which has a significant influence on the critical density and therefore the group
velocity.
As the laser propagates in the plasma it displaces electrons. This leads to an increase in the distal density
(snowplough effect), while a reduction of the anterior density, to the extent that the laser pulse does not really
experience the background plasma density, n0 . This can lead to pulse compression, since the rear of the pulse
experiences lower density and travels faster than the front. However, this is compensated for by the transverse

density profile, which can act as a waveguide. The disperation relation for a laser in plasma can be written
ω 2 = k 2 c2 + ωp2 ,
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and for a laser in a (vacuum) waveguide as
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,
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with ω and k the laser frequency and wavenumber, ωp the plasma frequency, and ` the lengthscale of the
waveguide. When the waveguide scale is similar to the plasma wavelength, ` ∼ λp , as is the case for the bubble,
then (c/`)2 ∼ ωp2 and the rear of the laser in the low density plasma (even vacuum) propagates at close to the
group velocity in the unperturbed plasma, reducing pulse compression.
Figure 1(c) shows (dashed green line) the evolution of the on-axis density at the laser centroid position — the
weighted centre of the intensity distribution. This should be compared with the line indicating n0 (dot-dashed
grey), from which we observe that the laser centroid usually sits in a region of increased electron density. The
figure also shows the evolution of the calculated critical density (in orange) including the temporal variation of
the laser wavelength and amplitude. This is noticeably higher than the critical density calculated using equation
(1) (dotted line).
Finally, in figure 1(d) we compare the predicted evolution of the group velocity using equations (1) and (5)
with the velocity of the laser centroid extracted from the simulation data (orange). This is often used as a
surrogate for the effective group velocity of the laser. We see that the corrected expression for the group velocity
(dashed green) shows a significant increase in the group velocity, compared with equation (1) indicated by the
dot-dash line. Most striking is the large variation of the centroid velocity, which initially drops well below the
predicted value, and significantly reduces the time that injected electrons take to reach dephasing. But it then
increases and is even briefly superluminal.
The evolution of the laser centroid velocity observed in figure 1(d), and its amplitude and spot size in part
(b), highlight a general issue with LWFAs: a significant (and often rapid) evolution of the laser properties 31
has serious implications for the stability of the accelerating structure, and the maximum electron energy and
bunch quality achievable.32 It also has an impact on the suitability of using the bubble as an ion cavity for ion
channel lasers and plasma wigglers. The length and radius of the bubble (and consequently the accelerating and
focussing fields), and its relative position behind the laser pulse, depend strongly on the laser amplitude and
propagation velocity. These properties vary and result in a highly dynamic accelerating structure that is not
ideal for producing high energy and high quality electron bunches.

3. STABILITY ENHANCEMENT USING A LASER PRE-PULSE
We now demonstrate how introducing an intense laser pre-pulse enhances the stability of laser and LWFA bubble
evolution. An identical laser pulse to the main pulse described above, but with initial amplitude a0 = 1.35 is fired
ahead of the main pulse. Figure 2 illustrates the setup: the pre-pulse (green) arrives ahead of the main pulse
(red) and drives a relatively low amplitude plasma wave (dashed grey). The main pulse is timed to arrive just in
front of the first plasma wave crest. In these simulations the lasers have linear polarisations perpendicular to each
other. This unique scheme is distinct from the long delay pre-pulses used to produce plasma waveguides 33–40 or
the resonant excitation of a plasma wave by a train of laser pulses.41–43
The pre-pulse is observed to have a stabilising effect on the main laser pulse, and consequently on the LWFA
bubble that it produces. Figure 3(a) presents the evolution of the laser centroid velocity with (blue) and without
(dashed orange) the pre-pulse. There is a significant reduction in the variation of the group velocity in the
presence of the pre-pulse.
As well as the group velocity, the presence of the pre-pulse enhances the stability of the dephasing point and
dephasing length. Figure 3(b) shows the evolution of the accelerating length, Ld , measured from the back of
the bubble to the dephasing point with (blue) and without (dashed orange). The single pulse case (without the
pre-pulse) exhibits alternating expansion and contraction of the bubble and length of the accelerating region,

Figure 2. Illustration of the setup for the double pulse LWFA scheme. An intense pre-pulse (green, solid line) drives a
low amplitude wakefield (grey, dashed line) that interacts with the main laser (red, solid line) that follows a short delay
behind the pre-pulse.

whereas with the pre-pulse the accelerating length just slowly grows for ct > 4 mm. This indicates that the
bubble is more stable.
Figure 3(c) shows the evolution of the velocity of the dephasing point, βd , extracted from the simulation data
without the pre-pulse (dashed orange). We observe that βd varies significantly and, like the centroid velocity
even becomes superluminal. This could be seen as advantageous for dephasing, but it also corresponds to the
region where the bubble contracts [see part (b)] and the back of the bubble can move through the electron bunch,
which can be disasterous for bunch quality as well as preventing further acceleration. We note that the value
of βd is quite different from the reduced group velocity based on the initial parameters, βg0 (n0 , λ0 ), as given by
equation (2) and indicated by the grey dot-dash line.
From the instantaneous values of the density, wavelength and amplitude, we can also define the instantaneous
reduced group velocity
1
βg0 (ne , λ, a0 ) = βg (ne , λ, a0 ) − 2
,
(8)
γg (ne , λ, a0 )
which is also shown for comparison in Fig. 3(c). As seen for the group velocity in Fig. 2(d), the velocity of the
dephasing point based on the instantaneous values is faster than the estimate based on the initial conditions.
Figure 3(d) shows the evolution of the dephasing length, Ld /∆β. Provided the laser and bubble remain well
behaved, electrons injected at position ct can be accelerated for the corresponding length. However, we have
observed this not to be the case for the single pulse LWFA, as the bubble expands and contracts in response to
the laser. We observe straight away that the projected dephasing length with the pre-pulse is much more stable,
and actually in good agreement with that predicted using βg0 (n0 , λ0 ) and the length plotted in part (b). The
increased instantaneous reduced group velocity given by equation (8) predicts a significantly longer dephasing
length and therefore a much higher maximum energy for the electrons than could actually be obtained.
The dephasing lengths predicted are significantly longer than the length over which the simulations were performed, but we can estimate the maximum electron energy achievable with and without the pre-pulse. Without
the pre-pulse, assuming the longitudinal field is linear within the bubble and that it is not degraded by the laser
losing too much energy, the average field experienced by the electrons is -59 GV/m. An electron injected at 4 mm
could be accelerated for 1.9 cm to reach an energy of 1.1 GeV. With the pre-pulse, the average field is -62 GV/m
and an electron injected at 4 mm can be accelerated for 3.35 cm to reach 2.1 GeV. These should be compared
with the estimate of ≈ 1.75 GeV obtained using the initial parameters, Ld = R(2) and βg0 (n0 , λ0).
In practice, the dynamic nature of the bubble will disrupt this limit. Figure 3(e) shows the separation
between an electron at position z(t) that was injected at ct = 4 mm, and the position of the dephasing point,
zd (t), calculated from the simulation data, where ∆zd = z−zd . With the pre-pulse, we see that the electron slowly
approaches dephasing, but that the slow expansion of the bubble [part (b)] extends the period of acceleration
before dephasing is reached. Because the stability of the accelerating structure is enhanced by the pre-pulse,

Figure 3. With (blue solid line) and without (orange dashed line) a pre-pulse. Evolution of: (a) the velocity of the laser
centroid; (b) the separation between the back of the bubble and the dephasing point; (c) the velocity of the dephasing
point; (d) the dephasing length; (e) the separation between electrons injected at 4 mm and the dephasing point; and (f)
the separation electrons injected at 4 mm and the back of the bubble. In part (b), the estimated bubble radius R(n0 , a0 )
for the undisturbed plasma density n0 [defined by equation (4)] is indicated for the initial a0 = 2 by the dotted line and
for the peak a0 = 3.75 by the dot-dash line. In parts (a), (c) and (d) predictions based on the reduced group velocity
from (2) and (8) are indicated by the grey and green dot-dash lines, respectively.

from the slope of the line (≈ 0.47 µm/mm, indicated by dotted line) we can estimate that the electron will reach
dephasing after about 5.0 cm giving a maximum energy of approximately 3.1 GeV. (Note that above 12 mm the
gradient reduces, which would delay dephasing and allow for even higher energy to be reached.)
The case without the pre-pulse is completely different. The separation from the dephasing point [Fig. 3(e)]
remains high, which implies that we can accelerate for longer and achieve higher energy. However, Fig. 3(f)
shows the separation of the electrons from the back of the bubble, ∆zb = z − zb . From this we observe that
rapid contraction of the bubble actually causes the back of the bubble to overtake the electrons. Not only does
this place the electrons in a (very high) decelerating field that reduces their energy, but it significantly reduces
bunch quality.

4. CONCLUSIONS
LWFAs can sustain significantly higher accelerating fields than conventional accelerators, which makes them
more compact and potentially more affordable. Acceleration of self-injected electrons to very high energies has
been demonstrated, but novel methods of manipulating and controlling these devices is necessary to tailor the
accelerated bunches for applications.
The group velocity plays an important role in determining dephasing and the maximum obtainable electron
energy is usually based on equation (1). However, significant variation of the laser intensity and plasma parameters during propagation produces a dynamically-varying accelerating structure, which expands and contracts
as it responds to the variation of the laser and group velocity. This has an impact on the maximum energy
achievable and on the quality of the electron bunches, which makes estimates based on the initial laser and
plasmas properties unrepresentative of the system. In the LWFA, expansion and contraction of the bubble can
either prolong or curtail acceleration. We have also shown how ontraction can cause the back of the bubble to
catch up with and even overtake the electrons, limiting their energy and severely altering the bunch quality (such
as energy spread and emittance).
The introduction of a short-duration high intensity pre-pulse just ahead of the main laser pulse prepares
the plasma for the arrival of the main pulse. The pre-pulse modifies the evolution of the main laser and the
wakefield that it drives, enhancing the stability of the accelerating structure and allowing higher energy and
better quality bunches to be produced. The system can be optimised using the laser intensities as well as their
relative separation (delay), which enables control of the LWFA accelerating structure. Moreover, as well as
electron accelerators, suitable control over the wakefield bubble could allow the ion cavity to be used in ion
channel lasers and plasma wigglers.
Data are openly available online from the University of Strathclyde KnowledgeBase. 44
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